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GUEST EDITO’S INTRODUCTION:
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defeatist; it is not a postcolonial toolkit, else it may

colonial position may be the

be a neo-colonial political agenda.

wherein there is no place for

populist narrative nor capitalising on the process
itself, by considering it a mere concept or trend. In
essence this process requires a deep reflection of
one’s self in the dynamic realm of the collective.

So, what is decoloniality?
Perhaps, it is a journey; a path of critical selfdiscovery that reforms and transforms our core
ethical positions; a spiritual intention founded on
respect and inclusion of diversity and adversity; it will
require that we subject our very being to constant

progressive transformation. Yes, it will be a
Now, one may ask, is this another thing we have to deliberate intention on each of our parts, else we will
do as architects? I therefore ask, is decoloniality
remain spectators to yet another fad. o
something we have to do, or something that is an

intrinsic part of our core? Now, let’s stop again; ask

Guest Editorial

Following the Presidential
inauguration, another event
delayed due to the pandemic,
took place under the
convenorship of Kate Otten,

thinking and practice. An anti-

process. Yes, a process it is,

DECOLONISING THE PERSONA

2019-2020 COROBRIKSAIA AWARDS OF MERIT
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based on singular ideology, else it would be self-

first step in this decolonial
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So, we realise, decoloniality is not a discourse

process of changing modes of

DECOLONIAL THINKING AND PRACTICE

why we think and make the way we do? Why, as
colonised, some even double-colonised, continue to
fit the entrenched colonial mould safely and
comfortably? What do we do with the opportunities
that come our way, beyond practice, in places such as
juries, panels, boards and committees? What do we
acknowledge, reward and promote; and what do we
remove, discard, even discredit? In places of comfort,
have we inevitably allowed our minds and spirit to be
controlled by the rhizomic cunningness of the old
guard? And where is this old guard? Is it outside our
selves or has it cored deep into our very being? How
do we wake up from this indifferent slumber?
Now one may ask, so what is this decoloniality
about and what can we do about it? The more I
continue reading, the more confused I become. Well,
as a start, perhaps we could consider reflecting on
our own filters, honestly and critically, to make an
effort to understand the real disparity between
privilege and deprivation, and all forms of exclusion,
which has become the method of the nominated
gatekeeper to support their myopic elucidations of

Yashaen Luckan

Yashaen Luckan is a Senior
Lecturer in Architecture at his
alma mater, UKZN.
Transformation of
architectural pedagogy, the
topic of his PhD thesis (2017),
and the de-colonising
of education and practice are
personal and research pursuits
of his. He has widely published
in these fields, the latest
being the book The
recognition of prior learning in post-apartheid South Africa: an
alternative pedagogy for transformation of the built environment
professions (Routledge, 2021), see p17.
Currently, Dr Luckan is principal investigator in the
Unsettling Paradigms Project ‘Bridging the oppressive divide
between the humanities, arts and technology: an
interdisciplinary humanities curriculum for redress and spatial
transformation in post-apartheid South Africa’, which landed a
prestigious grant of the Andrew W Mellon Foundation (USA).
Among his achievements Dr Luckan includes serving as
Head of Departmental at DUT, 2009-13, as President of
SACAP, 2014-18, and at present, Academic Leader of Teaching
& Learning portfolio within the School of Built Environment &
Development Studies, UKZN. –Editor

excellence. Is all that disrupts our own
epistemological and ontological positions destructive
and counterproductive? Stop, let’s think about what
shapes our own perspectives, our worldviews and our
attitudes?
In this era of “democracy”, why otherness, why
“otherwhere”? In the name of identity, whose
identity do we annihilate? In an era of freedom of
expression, what do we continue to express?
Who do we feel too meagre or insignificant to
consider? Are we to believe that we are the moral
agents of change, or immoral wolves in sheep’s
clothing?

COVER: Mpondo resources forum, Flagstaff, Eastern Cape. See page 12.
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TRANSFORMATION AT THE UKZN SCHOOL

Decolonisation

INSTITUTIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

EXPERIENCES AT
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ECENT YEARS HAVE SEEN a

R

process of institutional change and how leaders

2004). In this context, the orientation, and structures

redress, which posed challenges to the built

palpable rise in decolonial

might implement it.

of the institutions in the process of their

environment education, while at the same time

engagement in South African

The struggle for transformation at UKZN began

Balintulo, M (2004). The Role of
the state in transformation of
South African higher education
develop their unique and distinctive identities.
(1994-2002); Equity redress
In this article, I briefly drew on the reflections of
Revisited. African Universities
in the 21st century. Volume
two Deans of the school actively engaged in
II, Knowledge and
transformation to illustrate the complexities as well as
Society. CODESRIA. Senegal.

development, would take new directions and forms, in presented many new opportunities for institutions to

universities and the University of

way before the student protest movements and

relative material and intellectual autonomy not in

KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) is no

subsequent institutional reforms since its inception on

isolation from global trends.

exception. As student demands

the first of January 2004 as a new University of

to ‘decolonize’ echoed across

KwaZulu-Natal. The first wave reacted to and affirmed

university of African scholarship” and its mission of

most campuses at UKZN and elsewhere (expressed in

counter-stories of assumptions that universities were

being “a truly African university that is academically

the Rhodes must fall; #Fees Must Fall, #Statues must

meritocratic and race/gender/class neutral and that

excellent, innovative in research, critically engaged

decolonial praxis. The current context within SoBEDS

Fall; #Liberate my Degree; and so forth) and

by their nature experiences of institutional

with society and demographically representative,

requires a rethinking of what epistemic privilege

subsequent testimonies of the implications of

racism/bias, racial and gender microaggressions are

redressing the disadvantages, inequities and

means and developing new opportunities of

inaction that affect curricula, pedagogy, knowledge

not tolerated. Critical scholars called for structural and

imbalances of the past” chartered a new

addressing the silence in the continuum.

production, university policies, campus climate, and

institutional transformation of universities due to

understanding for transformation. In SoBEDS, these

the experiences of students, faculty, and

their continuation of negatively impacting the careers,

objectives were central and in my conversation with

response to new challenges of what is an

communities of practice, institutions of higher

wellbeing, and daily lives of historically marginalized

Adebayo were complicated by an ever-increasing

everchanging pressure to adapt to business models of

resistance to this transformative intent.

organization and administration of universities (new

learning wrestled with finding effective ways to enact communities.
and implement transformational change. This has

Citing studies looking into students'

At UKZN, the vision of becoming “the premier

For example, the reconfiguration of SoBEDS as a

promises of enacting a change process laced within a

Furthermore, the school is currently operating in

corporatisation) which directly links to globalization of

impact both spatially and on curriculum reform, thus

backgrounds (the mismatch between students'

new School in a College model, the development of

higher education where the construction of

drawing attention to the Eurocentricity of the

homes, communities and schools and higher

new programmes of study, the provision of access to

knowledge economies threatens academic/

curriculum and giving a platform to the otherwise

education institutions) as one factor, and

education for historically disadvantaged communities,

intellectual authority/freedom. Thus far, the school

silenced ‘decolonial’ discourse while offering a

the unpreparedness of higher education

the transformation of the curriculum, and

has made progress and has created opportunities for

resource for institutions looking to transform their

institutions to change institutional cultures and

appointment of African/black leadership and

renewal and revisioning given the pressure, thus

learning spaces and undo forms of coloniality in their

practices as the other, critical studies focused on how

intellectuals to key academic positions created serious

creating new opportunities to question assumptions,

classrooms, campuses, and curricula.

university spaces experience, respond to and

controversy within and outside the university

to tell new stories, and to posit new ideas.

contest the "hidden curriculum" to use the gained

community. For Adebayo, ensuring that opportunities

clear to point to the institutional and structural issues

understanding to facilitate institutional

are afforded to students in term of scholarships/

in the academic project must happen, a deeper

facing South African higher education, and much of

dialogue about the hidden curriculum and to better

bursaries, responsive programmes, and an intentional

reflection of the process beyond curriculum reform is

this has come to coalesce in a movement to

support the education of marginalised students and

engagement with the practice community was a key

necessary to respond to the complex demands to be

‘decolonize’ higher education in South Africa and

staff in the university and also to engage curriculum

step in the early transformation agenda.

truly responsive to context, while balancing the

abroad, drawing upon the frameworks of the

developers and policy-makers at UKZN in exploring,

progressive struggles against apartheid and

with the students, alternative structures,

Adebayo was at the axis of transformation efforts, an

consumption to prepare students for an ever

colonialism in the global south (Khalema, 2018;

relationships, norms and values as a strategy to

agenda that continues today. Architectural education

demanding, shifting, dynamic, unpredictable, and

Bhambra, Gebrial & Nişancıoğlu 2018). To transform

challenge and disrupt the curriculum, particularly the

and practice, for example, became the epicenter of

globalist professional sector.

In each of these campaigns, students have been

higher education through a decolonial praxis offers an hidden curriculum (Swartz et al., 2018).
opportunity and potential to engender a radical

The second wave involved individuals involved in

The question of curriculum reform, according to

debates around how the school should respond to

If transformation or true infusion of Africanization

academic project of knowledge production and

Because transformation is cultural,

broad national imperatives and which have completely transformational change forces people to ask what

framework for examining and transforming

transforming the university and bringing about

transformed the educational and professional

the changes mean for themselves, their activities, and

knowledge systems and practices that shape learning.

change and improvement on campuses through

legislative frameworks that govern the architectural

their assumptions. SoBEDS carefully considers this in

specific reforms that focused on the reasons for

profession. Critiques of the then process of

enacting the decolonial praxis and being mindful not

methodology of conversational inquiry with Professor

higher education to do things differently, adopt new

knowledge production focused on what Santos (2012) to create disjuncture and disconnections between

Ambrose Adebayo, former Head of the School of

pedagogies, create new relationships and

contends is a critique of dominant forms of

people who come from diverse worldviews and

Architecture, Planning and Housing at UKZN, I outline

opportunities with or for students and other

intellectual productions to show their lineage in

knowledge systems as key for transformation to

lessons from transformational (re)encounters

stakeholders, and think more critically about better

Eurocentric epistemologies, and thus outlined the

evolve and recognize diverse bodies of knowledges

observed as current Dean and Head of the School of

serving the public good. Prof Adebayo, one of the

hierarchies that emerge consequently, and then

without any entanglements.

Focusing on specific cases and drawing on the

Built Environment and Development Studies (SoBEDS) architects in SoBEDS, was familiar with both the
to reclaim the ecology of change and transformation

internal and external pressures and the new

that has occurred in the School. I could not have done opportunities that were being created to nurture and
so by not firstly examining the past and current

nourish a decolonial approach to architecture and

moment of transformative change at UKZN

built environment curriculum at UKZN.
In my conversation with Adebayo on the initial

pluralize the knowledge field by bringing into

The observations presented here have direct

presence epistemologies of the marginalized that

implications on describing a typology of change, with

have been made invisible.

an emphasis on the depth and pervasiveness of a

Although Eurocentric cannons of knowledge

transformation agenda. The deeper and more

dominated the curriculum, this did not mean that

pervasive the change, the more it has the potential to

these bodies of knowledge are disconnected or not

be transformational. Through this short narrative of

institutional forms of colonialism) yet acknowledging

approach to transformation, he stressed the centrality

constructed relationally with other ways of knowing

SoBEDS’ experiences emerges an explicit recognition

internalized “extraversions” or internal struggles

of ensuring access for historically disadvantaged

and doing. In fact, it is precisely through practices of

of how much transformation is desired, that is

toward transforming an institution, (re)engagement

students and staff through the provision of resources.

silencing and erasure that epistemic privilege is

with the local landscape within the communities of

This was done in the context where articulations of

acquired (Mignolo, 2000). According to Luckan (2017)

essential to crafting effective change strategies. o

practice in architecture and the built environment,

transforming the higher education landscape

and intentional intellectual productions that have

preceded the 1997 cementation of the Higher

two key objectives emerged out of the transformation Prof Khalema is Dean and Head of the School of Built
Environment & Development Studies (SoBEDS), UKZN. – Editor
agenda: Spatial transformation and socio-economic

played a significant role in taking up, challenging, and

Education Act 101 that set the scene for a series of

molding dominant pedagogical models toward

mergers that integrated Historically Black Universities

decolonial ends.

(HBUs) with Historically White Universities (HWUs).

(characterised by calls for interrogating structural and

Based upon several years of effort at SoBEDS

These mergers were rationalized as a cost-effective

working on a range of transformation agendas, this

way of ‘transforming’ universities in post-apartheid

article briefly presents a series of insights about the

South Africa (Olukoshi & Zeleza, 2004; Crossman
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Ernest Nene Khalema

“ …the proof of success lies in a whole social structure being changed
from the bottom up” ( Franz Fanon, 1963).
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and won the battle for survival and my ideas for a new outcome

nice a word for a degrading education

more in line with architectural education as opposed to focusing

system based on race, that existed when I

strictly on draftsmanship, continues to play out today.1

D

joined ML Sultan Technikon in 1983.
The most disadvantageous issue of

Technikon education was the fact that the

The system of articulation between ML Sultan and UKZN
My relationship with UKZN was more direct as many students

course content was inferior and designed with a black learner in wanted to advance their studies. Originally, because of the
mind. The outcomes of the programmes at the Technikons were Diploma structure, students could not progress to universities.
different to those of the universities. A black person could not

Once accepted, they had to start again at the beginning.

go to a university unless they had applied for special permission

However, when the B.Tech was introduced, universities offered a

from the minister; their enrolment was not automatic, and they

credit for one year and admitted students into 2nd year.

still had to meet the entrance requirements of the respective

Academics from UKZN did not acknowledge me as an equal, but

university. The learner was required to provide a portfolio, often reluctantly accepted me. I was on my own, fighting my own
battles. Prof Ambrose Adebayo was very supportive of changes
deemed not to demonstrate sufficient creativity even though
the ‘ethnicity-based outcomes’ at the various Black Technikons

that I was implementing at ML Sultan and helped a lot. Even-

were different and technically focused. Their understanding of

tually the B.Tech graduates could access the B.Arch degree.

the design solutions was more practical in line with their
training, as black people were not to be creative thinkers!

The relationships with the Natal Institute of Architects & Industry

‘Design work’ was the sole domain of their university-

I had no progressive relationship with KZNIA and SAIA. Apart

trained counterparts. This reality severely hindered the socio-

from a few who did not fit the mould, they considered what I was

economic advancement of the black learner.

doing was of no consequence. They did not accept technologists

When I became Head of Department (HoD) at ML Sultan

as professionals.2 I met with KZNIA, SAIA and industry

Technikon [for students of Indian descent] I saw it as my ethical

practitioners at our Liaison Committee and Advisory Board and

duty to ‘open’ the department for all learners irrespective of

my changes met with scepticism and received very little support.

race, and I used the term ‘to maximise opportunities’ to justify

However, there was some support for change; I knew I was on

the larger intake of learners. When I decided to ‘open up’ I

the right path and moved full steam ahead. It was this aspect that

received permission (yes, I had to consult) from the staff to take made my department more relevant, having a progressive and
inclusive approach to architectural education and training.
in 10% African students, which would be 4.4 students (at
that stage the department enrolled 44 first year learners). I took

Architects were regulated under SACA3 but there was no

in 10 students and when confronted by the then staff

registration for technologists. The department was visited by a

(predominantly white males) on the great number of other

committee that came from other institutions every 2 or 3 years.

students, I acted confused and responded with “I thought you

Our ML Sultan students were, nevertheless, doing excellent work,

meant 10 students.” I could not have 4.4 learners. I was

and were able to compete well with their counterparts. ML

actually summoned to a meeting and asked by the institution if

Sultan was popular with industry, as our students were sought

African students were as good as white students. I reported

after and well trained. Some students went on to further their

that the best student that year was an African female.

studies to Masters’ degree, and even PhD. level.

I wanted to maximise opportunity by taking on additional
students. In terms of the academic profile, there were

A critical reflective statement on my transformation initiatives

RCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Understanding place and culture involves a co-

BOTTOM-UP APPROACH TO STUDIO-BASED DESIGN

of black students and staff. Quietly we became a stronger department

on intellectual property; it is actually too

A

socio-economic, and spatial

A bottom-up approach was used to

hierarchies. The resultant

understand how communities in the

USING A

FORMER

ML SULTAN AND DUT*

* In 2002 ML Sultan Technikon and Technikon Natal were merged to form The Durban Institute of Technology, known since 2007 as Durban University of Technology (DUT), and the Greyville campus as ML Sultan Campus.

DECOLONISING ARCHITECTURE AT THE

ECOLONISING SOUNDS LIKE a discourse

effect is the lost space

resilient. See PhD thesis by Viloshin

has evolved from an

design process, learning, and working with

apprentice-based system to a

communities to solve design issues. Using this bottom-

studio-based environment.

up approach ensures that design is reflective of the

Architects such as Corbu,

community’s needs.

Gropius, Mies, and Aalto are

the education system on, serving as mentors to

methodologies so that perceptions of the architect’s

students. Le Corbusier’s ‘five points’ changed modern

role in the city can change. Decoloniality attempts to

architecture and have been seen as an unquestionable disrupt colonial planning methods that have been
truth and building block for the modern movement,

used to plan our cities and spaces and offer us the

equipping young architects with the tools to deal with opportunity to re-learn, forgotten, and pushed aside
community planning and design.

knowledge discredited by modernity. The African city

Critical analysis of these architects and their

differs significantly from the West, and needs to find

theories would reveal a systemic destruction of the

solutions from within, using its own people to solve

urban environment through a top-down approach to

problems from the bottom-up. o

planning and design. This methodology or thought
process has been used by students, encouraged by

Viloshin Govender

Dr Govender is a lecturer in Architecture at UKZN. – Editor

studios to follow the great teachers of modern
architecture.
Durban is a South
African city planned on
apartheid principles and
forms the context in which
we live. This has led to the
creation of spaces within
the city, dominated by
large national and
international companies
and other developer-driven
nodes that focus mainly on
touristic and commercial
attractions. These nodes
separate themselves from
the Durban CBD, creating
divisions between cultural,

limitations to employing additional full-time staff and I had to

Transformation was difficult, as many stayed in their tunnel view

employ some 17 as part-time, which was a co-ordination

because of the race and class they were born into, yet there was

nightmare. I did not receive institutional support to retrain and

an imperative to change. Issues around race are always difficult,

support black academics and give the architectural learners a

however, many of us did not want to stay with the same race

core structure that would be in line with their aspirations. For

group all the time. Critical race theory makes sense now, in post-

instance, I introduced an Urban Design component at B Tech

apartheid SA. We should be considerate and inclusive of ‘the

level in the new course structure.

other’ as everybody is the same; equality is possible when we are

(Maharaj & Ramballi, 1998).

able to accept and include diverse traits, attributes, talents and

Durban needs to undergo

The relationships between ML Sultan and Natal Technikon

lived experiences – it is about us being able to change.

substantial structural

Relationships between ML Sultan and Natal Technikon were

Wouter Gildenhuys

initially non-existent. The Natal Technikon students and staff

o

This rationale challenges the architectural

considered foundations to build education sector to change their teaching

created between urban

Point precinct live and can become
Govender.

nodes within the city.
All these complications
have been directly and
indirectly caused by the
policies of apartheid

changes to help solve its

References

After a career at ML Sultan Technikon and with the merged institution,
Durban University of Technology, Mr Gildenhuys, now in retirement,
remains active in community work and in promoting the arts and culture,
passions of his. –Editor

past and future problems.

that we, ML Sultan and Natal Technikon were to be amalgamated

Editor’s footnotes

Architectural education,

into one department I wanted to remain at ML Sultan because I

1. Readers are referred to NPIA Journal 2/1987 'Training of architectural
technicians', which featured both Natal and ML Sultan Technikons, and to
KZNIA Journal 3/2015, which covered the Dept of Architecture of the merged
institution, DUT.

focusing on an African

Govender, V. 2022. Adaptive
reuse of architecture as a
response to insurgency and
decay in the Durban city
centre towards resilient cities
in South Africa. Unpublished
PhD thesis, College of
Humanities, UKZN.

were predominantly white. The HoDs met once or twice a year,
but there was otherwise no interaction, despite duplicated
resources at less than a kilometre apart. When it became clear

knew that we were on the right path. The institution was of differing
viewpoint and tried to transfer me to Natal Technikon as I was

Therefore, it is essential to
change the thinking and
methodology that governs

city’s response. The
bottom-up approach sees

seen to be a troublemaker. Upon merger of the two institutions 2. The AGM of November 1994 voted in favour of Affiliate membership for

the architect as a curator

in 2002 (now DUT) we brought the ML Sultan ethos with a more

rather than a ‘god,’ pulling

relevant and diverse complement of staff and students, as well
as curriculum. This also resulted in a good profile and collective
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Technikon diplomates, and to give public effect thereto, changed its name to
KZN Institute for Architecture (see KZNIA Journal, 4/1994).

the strings to stitch the city

3. SA Council for Architects was established in 1970 with mandate to register
professional architects.

together.
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Maharaj, B. & Ramballi, K.,
1998. Local Economic
Development Strategies in an
Emerging Democracy: The
Case of Durban in South
Africa. Urban Studies, 35(1), pp.
131-148.
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built environment, establishing what is present, and

as anti-apartheid activist and founder of the black con-

realisation that not only the Rainbow Nation, but all

the wars, but also remind to remember those who

nations, cannot merely patch up and ‘move on’.

fought and died. Further, these monuments scattered

i

Acknowledging the past as ‘a layer’, as is

throughout contemporary cities, warn us to avoid, at

worlds are made. many worlds make us. there are

campaigns related to events in

Harbour in April 2020 is a key moment in black

Louisiana or Charleston (Upton

activism in Britain, and it prompted a greater

2015 ), and other places in which

negotiated perception of monuments and

black consciousness is vocal, but

representation. Monuments in England serve a very

colonialism with a smile. the politeness with

Maggie Thatcher is a very different story.

LESSONS

The Economist (2022) relates the almost decade-

fashion. Working for Amafa aKwaZulu-Natali in a
variety of capacities between 1997 and 2016,

deep-seated emotions that Thatcher evokes for the

facilitated understanding of democratic monument-

British public. Whilst a design by Douglas Jennings has

making, interpretation of historic events and

official approval and has been erected, its sanction has

personages and being able to see ‘around corners’; I

not stopped adverse responses. In 2021, local artist

have argued previously that the “…design of

Mark Robla donned a high-visibility jacket to erect his

monuments in the current era is theoretically

‘rebel’ statue of Thatcher’s head mounted on a stick

presented in a multi-cultural, egalitarian manner.

(with a token handbag) on the plinth constructed for

However, this overly academic consideration is

Jennings’s statue. This controversy brought the

perhaps, inappropriate for their purpose” (Whelan

monument discourse into ‘Design and Society’.
A whiteboard ‘workshop’ encouraged students to

expectation, interpretation, nationalism, academia and interrogate the intention of Thatcher’s monument
from both sides. Sadly, as is common, few students
memorialisation is non-existent. They are parallel
universes of purpose.
Moving my understanding to Britain had its

knew who she was, but rapid Google searches in the
background allowed for posting of contestation and

benefits: During Covid-19, I facilitated a second-year

associated emotions. These became increasingly

module at the University of Lincoln. ‘Design and

angry, presenting positive and negative views pitted

Society’ challenges students’ thinking of the social

anonymously against each other. This allowed

world, to inculcate a broader understanding of

students in the global north, who are not merely

societal issues in the built environment. Whilst the

white and middle-class but represent a broader more

lectures were focused on the monument in Britain,

politicised society to interrogate the monument as

they were able to thematically contextualise the

political, and realise it for its purpose, in order that

*Rhodes Must Fall was a protest movement, originally directed
against the Cecil Rhodes statue on the main campus of University
of Cape Town, begun 2015. The campaign for the statue's removal

monuments to people such as Edward Colston form
part of a critical, rather than passive discourse.
Debbie Whelan

what is made present is colonialism – statues as

o

Dr Whelan, formerly Head of Department at DUT, is an Associate
Professor and Deputy Head of the School of Architecture and the
Built Environment, University
Apostolic worship in Pietermaritzburg, a ‘non-fixed’ monument, 2020.
of Lincoln, UK. – Editor

received global attention and led to a wider movement to
‘decolonise’ education across South Africa. –Editor
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sorry tale of Margaret
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puts up alternative Margaret
Thatcher statue in Grantham
to ‘save council £400k’ (22
February).
Whelan, D (2019). Unlayering
the intangible: Post-Truth in the
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false van riebeeck, johannesburg,
with permission (tariq toffa).
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guidelines of estates where swart-gevaaar 4 earns

conviviality within eurocentricity that curtly dismisses

pride of place, and superficially appeasing reductive

cries otherwise.

transparency that masquerades as cultural heritage.

“…many words are walked in the world. many

THE LIMITATIONS OF HEGEMONIC IMAGINARIES

sufficient in ameliorating the position of the past. Nor

fallism expresses an assumption of

A

all costs, the dark days of war. But the statue of

2019; 6). This is because the intersection of

way – monumentalising architecture.

which discourse is met on critical matters like palatable symbols of icons frozen in time, sanitised

recommended by heritage practitioners, is not
can we rely on current lenses and perceptions of

north, and resolve simply that both serve the ensuring that what has been made absent remains that
multi-dimensional material legacy of

Thatcher in her hometown, Grantham. It describes the

HAIL THE

architects emblazoned across our publications and

in having lived in both the global south and

specific purpose; they continuously reiterate who won

Toppling Edward Colston’s statue into Bristol

long intention to erect a monument to Margaret
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share debbie’s fortune [aforegoing article]

rather one which has gradually changed with the

#rhodesmustfall* or any recent

THE TROUBLE WITH ‘MONUMENTALISING ARCHITECTURE’:
DECOLONIAL REFLECTION ON SELF-REALISATION THROUGH

SOUTH

environment.

MONUMENT:

FROM THE

monument within a radically changed social

MONUMENT is not one borne of

equality or inequality, to do their job in an equitable

Decolonisation

PERSPECTIVES

GLOBAL NORTH – SOUTH

T

HE CONTESTED NATURE OF THE

what is made absent is blackness – in its full breadth

words and worlds that are lies and injustices. there are sciousness movement, bantu stephen biko (1946words and worlds that are truthful and true. in the

1977) intended including all black, indigenous, people

world of the powerful there is room only for the big

of colour (bipoc) and their expressions of joy, care,

and their helpers. in the world we want, everybody

and ingenuity that protected our world before gentri-

fits. the world we want is a world in which many

fication skyrocketed rates pushing bipoc out; forced

worlds fit.” 1

removals destroyed places, communities, and prac-

as architects our function is the creation of worlds,
yet when deconstructed2 this has been structured to
serve one kind of world, a world that promulgates the

tices; and colonialism rendered anything before it as
vernacular craft and not architecture with a capital ‘a’.
in monumentalising architecture we perpetuate

legacy of colonialism.3 my world is thus molded by

these exclusionary ideologies, limit our imaginaries,

contestation – i carry the awareness of being a muslim,

and deny the process of decolonization. african stud-

black, racialised-as-coloured, malay, woman architect

ies professor at uct, nick shepherd, asks in a historical

with trust in decolonisation in what is lauded as the

settler colonial society, can you achieve social justice

last colonial outpost in ‘post’-apartheid south africa.

without confronting and dismantling racism?

the walk to the ukzn archi-studio is alive with

the reductive transparency that has emerged in

coloniality, mtb and howard college, both neo-

architecture is a settler move to innocence,5 a symbolic

classicist-cum-art deco monument and war memorial

gesture that commodifies, instrumentalises, and prof-

buildings, and the statue of king george v overlooking

its from decodifying identity – this is not enough to

the bay from the berea as though he was the first to

emancipate epistemologies and so, as debbie alludes

do so. but this isn’t a critique on ukzn, nor

to but does not plainly articulate,

is it of the statue of king george v who

quite simply – no. we must shift to

still stands wearing the coats of fallist

allow ourselves a rigorous critique

paint-in-protest, rather it is a decolonial

of architecture that acknowledges

glimpse into what they reveal – the

the constructed colonialism there-

trouble with monumentalising

in, seeking to wholly embrace,

architecture.

comprehend, and own up to

like the defacing of king george v, the

history in its full complexity.

toppling of colston and what followed is

knowledge-transfer is a

but a momentary victory with the responsi-

continuous aspect of our field,

bility to truly dialogue restorative healing

learning by doing within our

in the absence/presence of monuments

institutions, offices, and on site.

entirely amiss. in this disregard for justice

activist, scholar, and author angela

we embolden what we have been taught

defaced king george v statue, howard

y. davis aptly said: “as teachers we

to accept as our world, architecture by

college campus, ukzn (orrin singh).

must be aware of the extent that
what often pretends to be

1“the

fourth declaration of the
lacandón jungle”, ejército
zapatista de liberación nacional
(ezln – zapatista army of
national liberation).
The Zapatista movement of Mexico,
begun 1994, is known particularly for the
response of indigenous peoples to racism
and colonialism. –Editor.

2

refers to the process by black,
jewish, algerian immigrant and
theorist jacques derrida, of
revealing, comprehending, and
analysing the layers of truth
both present and absent.
3

through mona eltahawy and
kimberle crenshaw we understand the interconnectedness
of social constructs that have
served exclusionary agendas –

like an octopus with the head of
patriarchy, and tentacles of
colonialism, capitalism, racism,
sexism, etc.

education can serve as a barrier to the development

4

colonialism – what is needed are emancipating

swart-gevaar (afrikaans: black
danger) defines apartheid propaganda that exists as an undertone to white flight – socio-economic departure from the city
proper.
5

eve tuck and k. wayne yang
define settler moves to innocence as those strategies or
positionings that attempt to
relieve the settler of feelings of
guilt or responsibility without
giving up land or power or privilege, without having to change
much at all.

of critical thinking.” what we continue to uphold as
the bar for excellence within architecture serves
epistemologies that broaden and enrich, affording us
a possibility of knowing ourselves as part of a human
collective, shifting from elitism toward decolonisation.
in the qur’an a linguistic association is made between
knowledge and the heart, a conscious coupling of
criticality and the oft-eclipsed feminine characteristic
of compassion, centering it as an expression of
humanity. i carry this knowledge in my heart.
adheema davis

o

adheema davis is a professional architect, researcher, and
lecturer at dut, and serves as a vice-president of saia-kzn. – Editor
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line of a white
man. And if it is
not a line, it is not
architecture.
I am not that

architecture. They cannot see what I can
see.

I do not want to design buildings I

have hardly ever noticed. They are
important and I care for them, but I care more

visage. In defying the white man, I was still responding

for the space within. I must respect the love of

to the white man. I could not give them a good

performance that is inherent in my people.

enough reason why. It did not feel right.
The way we do things is notrefined, itisnotfinished,
itisnotproper – intuition does not have words and I
cannot speak these words in English as well as I do in
my head.
I do not listen and write; I practice and engage.
We speak when spoken to, but now I am loud and
outspoken, it is a need to be heard. Most of us fear
speaking too loudly.
The biopic of my lecturing body would not pass the
Bechdel test.* My value is measured in a linear way I

Decolonisation

STUDENT

EXPERIENCES

cannot align myself with. There is little room for me to
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breathe – creativity works in a different way. I wish
they measured my growth instead of my aesthetics.
They saw themselves in me, and they found it unfair
that I did not suffer as they had – and so they made it
Even this prose is architecture, as I have
understood it to be a culmination or relationship
between space and entities. I now know I do not have

their task to behave as the white man that was no
longer there. They said many things I choose not to
remember, but I will not forget what I learned.

to explain myself, not to those who can easily read the

There is always an ‘us’ and a ‘them’.

biographies of frankandmiesandnormanandbjarke

My experience has made me resilient, but I am still

who likely started drawing lines just because they felt

unlike my predecessors. “Today’s kids are not built the

like it. All architectural expression is some degree of

same” – why should they be? I will become what I should

vanityegoindulgence. In the exciting and the eclectic,

have had: a good guide – I am here to look, to seek, to
some of that looks white and some of me looks indian learn and to listen. I demand the same in return.
and some of this looks black – there are strong values
I am not just a student. I am a teacher. I am a
in all, and I know them well.
I do not know where I come from, and they do not

carrier of generations of thought, including theirs.
This is a very strong line.

o

want me to explore this. They forced me to make a

Parishka Pillay

building in their image, favouring those of a preferred

Ms Pillay is a BAS graduate of UKZN. –Editor

* Bechdel test is a measure of the representation of women in fiction. It
asks whether a work features at least two women who talk to each
other about something other than a man. The requirement that the two
women be named is sometimes added (Wikipedia). – Editor

POWER OF BUILT FORM IN PROMOTING CROSS-CULTURAL PERFORMANCE

line imitating the

THE

STRONG LINE

A

A

LINE I DRAW, is a

Sketch of a place for fostering cross-cultural collaborations.

’M TRULY INSPIRED BY THE LYRICS of an

ignite conversation and ever more so our love for art. I

ever-popular song from the movie

believe that the Indo-African Art and culture would

Pocahontas, which shares the reality of what

bring people together, where we would learn from

we have and continue to experience.

our cultural differences and celebrate in the

I

You think you own whatever land you land on similarities that keep us connected; after all we are all
one sharing different perspectives of the same truth,
The Earth is just a dead thing you can claim
But I know every rock and tree and creature
Has a life, has a spirit, has a name
You think the only people who are people
Are the people who look and think like you
But if you walk the footsteps of a stranger
You'll learn things you never knew,

you never knew
Built form with indigenous cultural influences can

the built environment has to be considered together
with the creative arts as a means of unifying people
both in sharing their thoughts, expression, emotions
and understandings, which would help us create a
progressive society that embraces everyone.
Art as a shared experience dissolves stereo-typical,
subjective, biased opinions and authority which
confine us to dogmatic colonial thinking and making.

significantly facilitate in bringing people together

Humanity wants to be heard, understood and felt

from various diverse backgrounds. My Honours’

therefore collaboration in cultural venues and built

research looked at my experience as a South African

spaces allows for people to break created boundaries.

of Indian descent who was on this quest of knowing

Indo-African art, culture and architecture has strongly

the self through my passion for music and art, I

influenced my thinking through my awareness of

realized that through understanding myself and my

being part of a greater progressive movement that

heritage, built environment played an extremely

enables many to explore different possibilities, so in

important role in putting into context people with

walking the footsteps of a stranger we learn new

place and vice versa. I wanted to create a place of

things about who we really are and celebrate the

exploration, enquiring, expression and understanding

shared experience of others in the same space. Each
of both Indian and African Art and culture, a place that and every being is significant and has an import role to
allowed for people to indulge in indigenous cultures
play in the unfolding of a progressive society through
of South Africa and India.

built environment. o
I found that this type of built space is much needed Kerolin Govender
especially within the creative arts fraternity. We need Mr Govender is a research Masters’ degree candidate of
places that foster cross-cultural collaborations, that

DECOLONIAL THINKING AND PRACTICE

which makes it even more intriguing. Undoubtedly

Architecture at UKZN. – Editor
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OBJECT

I

OF REVERENCE AND THE JUSTIFICATION OF APPETITE

LOSS

Decolonisation

PERSPECTIVES

PRACTITIONER
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B

ROWN GIRL FROM THE SOUTH BASIN,
Place of mixed-race segregation.
Where race and space converge to define a community, decades on; still
dispossessed by vagaries of past time,
Social and environmental justice compromised.
The majority still living below the poverty line.

A societal stasis entrenched by the denial of historical miscegenation.
Successful oppression of African ancestry relegated to backrooms and family treasure chests.
Vernacular ideology and discourse limited in cultural celebrations;
Challenging the upward trajectory of progress and consequential transformation.
Electing a path largely unrecognised by my community at the time;
Because for so long it was once declared prohibited, forbidden restricted…
Not available to you or “your kind.”
…I object
An education limited in its attempts to address historical narratives, thinking and
experimentation, and still fails to satisfy young minds hungry for solutions to challenge
global powers of modernity and built environment creation.
Colonial patterns of power, knowledge and being still embedded in our society, perpetuate
dominant patterns of spatial injustice and hierarchies of inequality.
This association I’ve now claimed, so historically complicit in its participation in scaring a
nation, in the creation of space to grow and nurture discord and alienation.
And while increased consciousness prevails the reality of some remains.
Epistemological movements aimed at liberation, yet here we are still reeling as a nation
from imbedded systemic racism.
Where material borders of separation uphold our segregation, while the humanity of

Artwork ‘Buried deep beneath and within’ by Gregor Röhrig, 2015.

simple citizens is rejected as leaders fail to recognize their use and abuse of power as an
infinite hoard.
For whom is there reward?

C

OLONIALISM is synonymous

…I loudly object

Our loss of reverence for the natural world can be

with expansionism and the

said to be the ‘root cause’ of most of the challenges

exploitation of natural

we face today, including the current environmental

Experience and competencies aligned to the big guns;

resources to satisfy appetite.

crisis and the rapid depletion of valuable resources.

Yet some still feeling that you should be grateful for the chance to even become one.

Architecture too, is unfortunately part of this

Because the old guard standing near, would never admit to their fear that the plurality of

appetite and exploitation

sustained attack on resource that started with colonial

my being should radiate provided it doesn't weaken their own glow...

can be traced back to the

globalisation and requires a re-evaluation, where our

A prevailing culture defined by fear and scarcity.

Christian religious order in the image of Adam and

desire and appetite for ‘beautiful’ objects as symbols

When in truth its perpetual absurdity.

Eve being expelled from the garden of Eden and

of wealth and status are questioned and revised.

The justification of

forced to embark upon a journey separate from

Today, this entitlement to resource cuts across

‘nature’ because of their desire. This concept of

geographic, cultural, and racial boundaries and can be

separation or separateness enabled “nature and all

said to be the true legacy of colonialism.

its resources to be viewed mechanistically and only

Marcel Henry

as a resource for humans to use for our own ends”

Marcel Henry is a director and principal architect at
GreenDesign Studio and a director at Relativ Impact, social and
environmental impact services. –Editor

(Ghosh, A. The nutmeg’s curse. Chicago University
Press, 2021).

To those who take offence.
I challenge you, look deep and examine your defence...

o

Exhausted of having to explain my identity,
Of being seen as an object of representation to those “subjects of knowledge,”
devoid of integrity.
Understanding the relevance of my voice in the story...
Its power to contribute to diverse and reformative pedagogy.
I no longer mute my sound.
…I object
Because here I am a brown girl from a disenfranchised place,
Standing in her power,
Refusing to cower,
And ‘taking her place’.

o

Jody Davids-Harber
Ms Davids-Harber is a director of TJ Architects, Durban – Editor

DECOLONIAL THINKING AND PRACTICE
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Emfundisweni, Flagstaff, Eastern
Cape. Design dissertation for the
degree M.Tech. Architecture
(Professional), Tshwane University
of Technology, by Kayalethu

THE

NEED FOR AN INVESTMENT
IN DECOLONIAL IMAGINATION

Qwalela, 2008.
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T

HE PRE-COLONIAL ERA offered the

people to inhabit emanating in poverty. Through

notion of nature as a Commons. The dislocation and stabilization, the intelligence that
seasonal mobility as opposed to
permanence dominated the

people had about rural life was lost.
Post-Apartheid: a contestation of simply assuming

landscape. The health of the world

apartheid infrastructure as a development strategy

and its landscape was perceived

will not redress the past. A meaningful redistribution

through the animal’s wellness and

of land, and conceptually rich investment in the

its pasture. This era had a developed holistic

former homelands is a requirement. This entails

intelligence of how to live and manage the land.

understanding the fragile traces of land-use that

Colonial Period erased precolonial life and

survived colonial and apartheid eras. Equally, an

fostered structured settlement, creating densities

investment in decolonial imagination that facilitates

and validifying rural life. It created material linkages

new hybrid environments (rural-urban) and takes an

using rivers, oceans and the like. It territorialized land

approach that is not neo-colonial but sympathetic

without closely living on it. This expansion

to layers left by the past could be significant to

generated tension with indigenous people who were

present life. o

dispossessed of their land and knowledge of it.
The Apartheid era reinforced the urban-rural
divide. Apartheid which generated Homelands that
would serve as labour reserves, with few areas for

Kayalethu Qwalela
Mfundo Maphumulo
Messrs Qwalela and Maphumulo are the directors of iQhayiya
Design Workshop (Pty) Ltd ( iDW), Margate and Pretoria. – Editor

REDISCOVERING THE AFRICAN AESTHETIC AND THE NEED FOR A RENAISSANCE
IN SOUTH AFRICAN VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

Mpondo resources forum,

Proposed Museum at
KwaDakuza by Sakhisizwe
Architects, 2020.

T

HERE IS NO STANDARD for the

to Africa for inspiration when considering contextually

African architectural aesthetic. That

appropriate materials and buildings that adapt to their

is because it is a mix of thousands

environments.

of cultures, climates and contexts,

‘need’. What the site needs. What the building needs,

standardise – regardless of what

and what the user needs. The architecture is a direct

colonialism has forced in the past.

result of the environment, which is essentially what all

Yet, African and more specifically, South African cities
are left with a form of colonialist architecture loosely

architects should be striving towards.
The fundamentals of architectural design should

adapted to the context, which has set up the premise

be based not only on European and American

for unsustainable design and neglected the local

architects like Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright but

vernacular.

rather greater emphasis on African and South African

In that regard, extracts from an issue of The

architects who are creating contextually appropriate

Funambulist on ‘Architecture and Colonialism’ (Issue

architecture inspired by the vernacular and

10, Mar-April 2017) make for interesting reading:

modernised for today’s industry. Architects such as

colonialism is not a historical era; it is a system of

Francis Kéré and David Adjaye have created a global

domination; and architecture is not [only] an aesthetic

presence and set a standard for African architecture

vessel, but also an apparatus for “organizing and

that can be international yet still tied deeply into the

hierarchizing” bodies in space.

craft of what was before. A tectonic of the place.

If you were born, raised and educated in the field

Sakhisizwe Architects’ KwaDakuza

of architecture in South Africa, you’ll be familiar with

Museum is a simple example of taking

the narratives often directed at vernacular or

an indigenous concept of the Zulu

indigenous architecture, that is, being ‘native’, ‘basic’

woman’s headpiece, similar to the one

and in many cases, ‘substandard’. Compared to a

worn by Queen Nandi, and combining

European standard, indigenous architecture is seen to

this with modern, sustainable materials,

be ‘less-than’ and a sign of ‘non-progressive’

ensuring the narrative is of the place.

architecture. So much so, that local architecture in

Shown in this project is that “form

Africa is often associated with poverty. With the

can follow the function” referring to a

feeling that what was not a symbol of Western

famous maxim invented by architect

technology must be a lower standard of design. This

Louis Sullivan (1856–1924), which

neglect seems systemic that even architectural

illuminates the proposition that the

pedagogy has either completely left out the history

shape of a structure or an object should relate to its

of African architecture from their syllabus or has

intended function or use. The same principle has been

simply made it a brief discourse.

the signal light of the 20th century modernist

Decoloniality, which is the fundamental shift away
from colonial influences to combat that which has

architectural language and industrial design.
South African cities need to evolve within their

standardised a foreign method of architectural

own aesthetic and embrace decoloniality. To embrace

thinking should be at the forefront of architectural

their heritage and stand up against their deep-set

and general education. The principles of vernacular

colonial influences because what was brought here

design, combined with modern materials and

and implemented as the standard is creating a truly

construction methods create a contextually

detrimental foundation for unsustainable design.

appropriate design with the architectural character

“A people without the knowledge of their past

deeply rooted in the past. Not recreating the

history, origin and culture is like a tree without roots”.

vernacular but reinforcing it through modern

Marcus Garvey

materials and construction.

Patrick Mawesana

Ironically, today with the rise of local craft and
environmentally conscious architecture, many look

DECOLONIAL THINKING AND PRACTICE

Vernacular architecture, simply put, stems from

making it almost impossible to

o

Mr Mawesana is the main director of Sakhisizwe Architects,
Durban. – Editor
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The author chose Botha House at
Umdoni Park, Pennington, to adorn
the cover. This was a project by

R

The book will appeal to many people, from those

adaptive reuse has been

wanting a beautiful coffee table book, those requiring

happening since Renaissance

a book to help plan excursions and those interested in

times, usually for practical or

further research as each building is covered by its own

financial reasons, not

bibliography and references. The buildings are

architectural preservation. In the

scattered from Newcastle (O’Neil’s Cottage and Rider

19th and 20th century, the

Haggard’s Cottage) and Vryheid (Lucas Meyer

restoration movement and anti-restoration movement Museum) in the north, Spionkop Lodge, Woodlands
evolved with the anti-restoration concepts (it’s better

Farm, Greystone Farm, Cleopatra Mountain Farmhouse

to repair than replace) enshrined in the conservation

and Seaforth, Himeville in the west and Botha House,

policies with which heritage architects are familiar.

Umdoni Park, Lynton Hall, Pennington and Royston

Adaptive reuse of cultural heritage enables

Hall, Port Shepstone in the East. Nine well known

sustainable development and extends the lifespan of

buildings are to be found in the Durban area and an

heritage buildings.

enlarged section of the map allows for this.

The term cultural heritage (without mentioning

Another ‘beach cottage’ which caught my

ABOVE:
Royston Hall, Umzimkulu River, Port Shepstone

buildings) includes intangible heritage and so it is with imagination is Royston Hall, situated three kilometres
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This Victorian manor house lies in an indigenous

this book New Beginnings: Repurposed Historic Homes

upstream from the mouth of the Umzimkulu River.

of KwaZulu-Natal by Hugh Bland. Following on from

The wife of the original owner rejected the ‘cottage’

was built in 1902 as a beach cottage, acquired in a

his previous books, The Trappist Missions and

for being too remote and not on the beach. There is a

derelict state and restored, but stood empty for 15

Addington Children’s Hospital and Nurses’ Home, the

fascinating photo from 1900 of one of the barges that

court had to remove. The next acquisition saw the

forest about 3km upstream from the river mouth. It

years due to a testamentary condition, which a

beautiful photographs of

was pulled by horses

construction of two tunnels for mining limestone,

some of KZN’s most

transporting lime and

caused extensive damage.

gracious heritage buildings

marble from the quarries

are interspersed with the

five hundred metres

intangibles, details of the

upstream. Royston, a war

guesthouse, the large bay window from which views

many generations who

hero from both Boer wars

over the Umzimkulu River can be enjoyed.

have enjoyed the

and the Bhambatha

LEFT: Lynton hall, Pennington, South Coast

buildings, both in their

Rebellion lived at the

original state and their

house from 1906. His

successor partner Wallace Paton. This grand house

transformation into

second wife, continued to

also has a castellated tower, however, here as a

repurposed buildings with

live at the house after

defence “in the event of strife”. It is distinguished

an extended lifespan.

Royston’s death in 1942

internally by the double-volume hall with

until she was murdered by

trusses.

In telling the history of

Book Review

NEW

BEGINNINGS:

REPURPOSED

HISTORIC HOMES OF

KWAZULU-NATAL

Street Wilson & Paton, 1920.

EPURPOSED BUILDINGS or

which almost put paid to its existence, before fire
The current owners of this splendid survivor
acquired the property in 2009, restored it to its
former glory, and now use it both as their home and

The manor house of 1895 was designed by William
Street Wilson & Fyfe and the garden pergola by

look-out point for sugar cane fires as well as

surrounding gallery and ceiling of exposed pendant

these buildings, Bland is

the gardener in 1959. The

also inadvertently covering

clause leaving the house

the history of KZN, the

to the male heir had to be

map of KZN demarcating

overturned by the courts

the location of the

allowing the house to be

This sandstone building in Scottish

buildings with the majority

sold. The beguiling photo

known to many architects,

being strung out along the

of the Umzimkulu River

especially the iconic octagonal

now N3, is a useful

mouth framed by

spiral staircase leading to the

inclusion. Although the

indigenous coastal trees

buildings started out as residential, mostly grand but

makes one eager to stay there as the house is now an

some humble, many have been transformed into

upmarket guesthouse.

hotels and guest houses thereby retaining their

After standing empty for some years, in 2002
Lynton Hall was repurposed into a boutique hotel
with nine suites and restaurant.
RIGHT: Coedmore Castle, Kenneth
Stainbank Nature Reserve, Durban

tower, which contains the cast iron
billiards room. However, few are
likely to know of the enormous
mural in the passage, 15.24m long
x 4.27m high, which depicts the

Of all the uses for a repurposed building, the ones

history of the Stainbank family. It
was executed over thirteen years,

residential function, others have become offices,

that allow more people to appreciate them in their

museums, part of a school etc.

new uses are those most valued by heritage archi-

Vann Hall (1894-1981) who

Encompassing 287 pages, the photographs are

tects. This is the case of the repurposed buildings fea-

specialised in stained glass and was

primarily recent, capturing the repurposed buildings

tured in this well researched and beautifully illustrated

Mary Stainbank

as they are now. In many cases, however, historic

book. The new uses (new beginnings) ensure that the

photos of both the buildings and their original owners buildings can be maintained so that they will last for

1926-1939, by Wilgeford (Wilgie)

the English friend of the sculptor
(1899-1996),
the daughter of
the begetter of

are interspersed with sketches and in some cases

many more years to continually delight those interest-

Coedmore.

original plans. The front of the book has been

ed in the pioneer days of KwaZulu-Natal and the

memorial

reserved for Botha House, Umdoni Park, Pennington,

adventurous people who lived here.

gallery was

originally designed for Louis Botha and subsequent

All photographs by author, Hugh Bland.

baronial style, built 1882-85, is well

This is a book that can be continually referred to,

Prime Ministers of the Republic of South Africa as a

especially when planning a trip in this Province. It can

‘beach cottage’. Botha died less than a year before his

be purchased directly from the author, e-mail

widow Annie Emmett took occupation of the Cape

hughbland031@gmail.com.

Dutch revival building. Was the style of the building

Trish Emmett

o

influenced by Botha having been a Boer general in the Ms Emmett is a partner in the multiple conservation awardwinning practice, Emmett : Emmett Architects, Durban. – Editor
second Anglo Boer War?

In 2013 the

opened in the
old granary
located over
the cowshed,
the site of
Mary’s original
studio, and
displays works
by both Mary
and Wilgie.
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News
CONTINUED FROM INSIDE FRONT COVER

OBITUARIES:

As somebody who was
loath to boast about his
buildings, he came into his
own at the Natalia
Development Board. Several
beer halls and innovative
housing projects step in
acknowledgement of the
slopes of outlying townships
(see Courtyard housing,
KwaNdengezi, NPIA Journal
4/1988). He ended up
teaching at the Natal (UKZN)
School of Architecture.
John was an avid
mountaineer and marathon
Born in the north of England, runner and as a Rotarian
served his community
John joined the Royal
Engineers in the British Army. selflessly. Margaret and their
daughter, Kate, predeceased
This is where he acquired his
him. John is survived by his
clipped way of speaking,
which always made him sound son Patrick, also an architect.
Rodney Harber
as if he didn’t suffer fools
gladly! Thereafter he studied
Architecture at Liverpool and GLANVILLE TREVOR
whilst working in London, met JACQUES (1953 – 2022)
his wife, Margaret, who hailed Glanville was an architect and
from Eshowe. They emigrated urban designer who
contributed significantly to
to Natal, during the ‘60s.
the built environment of
After commencing at
Durban by his involvement
Hallen Dibb and Partners, he
with several key projects in
worked in various offices,
the city.
including multi-disciplinary
Glanville graduated with a
practices like Zakrzewski
B. Arch degree from the
Associates Inc (ZAI). Many
University of Natal in 1978.
buildings in Durban bear his
stamp, notably the library on He joined Daniel & Associates
in July 1979 as an Architect-inthe now UKZN Westville
Training, and subsequently
campus, and Open House at
worked with H J Nel Architect
DUT (by A Constant and
until enrolling for the Master
Partners).

ROBERT ‘JOHN’
FERGUSON (1935 – 2022)

of City Planning degree at the
University of Cape Town in
1982. On completion in 1983,
he joined ZAI as an architect
and urban designer and was
involved in the design of the
Durban Exhibition Centre in
the CBD.
In 1987 he joined Stauch
Vorster Architects (SVA)
where he became an
associate partner, before
becoming a director in 1994.
During this time, he was
instrumental in the
development planning of
Kingsmead Office Park, and
Rand Merchant Bank offices
in La Lucia Office Park (KZNIA
Journal 3/2003). A project
which held a special delight to
Glanville was the gatehouse
entrance building at the
Kingsmead Office Park, an
elegant building with a curved
glass façade and a floating
upturned roof, drawn and
detailed by hand prior to the
use of CAD as a design tool
(KZNIA Journal 2/2001).
Glanville joined IYER in
2008, initially as an associate
and then as partner, where he
worked up until 2019. During

this time, Glanville was
involved with several key
projects at IYER including the
Moses Mabhida Stadium
precinct and Peoples Park
(KZNIA Journal 1/2010), the
GO Durban BRT Stations, the
Cornubia Housing project
(both featured in KZNIA
Journal 2/2018) as well as the
landmark Point Promenade
Project (KZNIA Journal
2/2020).
The promenade was
undertaken in association
with COX Architects,
Australia, where he worked
closely with his
former SVA
partner, John
Ferendinos,
Glanville being
involved in the
technical coordination,
documentation,
and site
supervision. John
recalls “The same
Glanville I worked
with fifteen years
before was there
again – thankfully unchanged
such that his tireless
involvement and dedication
prevailed over the numerous
stakeholders and conflicting
requests on the project. I credit
him in assisting the project to
achieve such a great result”.
The Point Promenade, a
real gift to the city and its
people, and his contribution
to the Moses Mabhida
Stadium precinct will remain
important pieces that serve to
make Durban a better place
for generations to come.

Glanville lectured at DUT
and UKZN (see KZNIA Journal
3/2008) and enjoyed teaching
and mentoring younger
colleagues. He has certainly
left an impact and legacy with
the people with whom he
worked. He was a friend to
many within the built
environment having a
network of collaborators
across the engineering,
project management and
quantity surveying disciplines.
At a personal level,
Glanville enjoyed collecting
music,
having an
impressive
eclectic
collection
of records,
and
certainly
good
food and
wine. He
loved
reading
and had
a vast
knowledge base across a
range of subject. He was a
keen tennis player and played
at a competitive level in his
youth. Glanville loved
sketching and “doodling” at
meetings and at every
opportunity where a pen a
paper could be found.
Glanville will be dearly
missed, but never forgotten,
his legacy will live on in the
amazing projects that he so
quietly left behind for us.
Ivor Daniel
John Ferendinos
Nathan Iyer

NEW BOOKS: NOEROARCHITECTS: BUILDING AND DRAWING
Bartocci, S & Faiferri, M Noeroarchitects:
Building and Drawing. LIStLab, 2021.

Samanta Bartocci - Massimo Faiferri
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As many readers might know, Jo Noero grew
up in Durban and is a graduate of Natal,
UKZN today. However,
his career in practice and
teaching began in
Johannesburg in 1984,
then St Louis, USA, and
Cape Town as of 2000.
His works in South
Africa, which account for
some 17 SAIA Awards
and a Gold Medal, enjoy
international attention,
so much so that in the
wake of the Venice
Biennale of 2012, two

academics of the University of Sassere,
Sardinia, made contact. This, set in motion a
process, which culminated in the book
Building and drawing, in which the authors
emphasize the importance of hand drawing
“in the process of designing,
making, and redesigning”.
The book of 368 pages is
profusely illustrated and is
available from the Cape
Institute for Architecture,
info@cifa.org.za or
021-4247128.
Sketches of a 12-storey residential
building with eight apartment
types proposed for Maboneng,
Johannesburg.
The cover image is an axonometric
drawing of the Denis Goldberg
Memorial Centre, Hout Bay, 2019.

STATE PRESIDENT
OPENS NEW COROBRIK
FACTORY

4th May, State President
Cyril Ramaphosa
commended Corobrik for
Corobrik has built a state-ofextracting value from natural
the-art brick and clay
resources, which he said was
products manufacturing
an “important part of
factory at Driefontein, south government’s efforts in
of Carletonville, Gauteng.
support of localisation,
Known as Kwastina, a name
supplier and enterprise
that loosely translates as
development, and
place of the brick, the
empowerment”, and added
factory is not only the largest that with this investment,
in sub-Saharan Africa, but
Corobrik was making a vital
one of the world’s most
contribution “in a very literal
modern and energy efficient. sense” to rebuilding South
At the official opening on Africa’s economy.

State President, Cyril Ramaphosa, inspecting intricacies of clay manufacturing aside Corobrik Managing Director,
Nick Booth, at right.

Above: A delighted Cyril Ramaphosa on the unveiling of the plaque.
Left: Kwastina team surrounding the president.

THE RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING IN POST-APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA
An alternative pedagogy for transformation of the built environment professionals
Luckan, Y The Recognition of Prior Learning in
Post-Apartheid South Africa.: An alternative
pedagogy for transformation of the built
environment professionals. Routledge, 2021.
Routledge, the respected international
academic publisher, has released The
Recognition of Prior Learning in Post-Apartheid
South Africa by Yashaen Luckan, guest editor
of this Journal issue.
This book addresses the problem of many
historically disadvantaged persons who
continue to face exclusion because of the
“entrenched systems of professional education
and training”. In consequence, the book
focuses on case studies to define the
“rationale and fundamental principles of an
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innovative model for the evaluation of the
recognition of prior learning, which can be
adapted and applied across disciplines and
professions while promoting high-quality
standards.”
However, the ‘shout-out’ by the reviewer,
Roger Fisher, emeritus professor of
Architecture, sees a more expansive
application, and writes: “While South Africa’s
circumstances may be unique, the creative
response proposed here has lessons for a
wider diversity of nations and peoples
wrestling with problems of socially imposed
injustices in furthering the career paths of
their citizenry.”
The book of 127 pages is available in Kindle
format, soft and hardcover.
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